In-Network Insurance Plans 2019

AARP COMPLETE
ADVANTAGE HEALTH SOLUTIONS
ADVANTUS
AETNA US HEALTHCARE, HMO, PPO, EPO, POS, INDEMNITY AND AETNA MEDICARE
AETNA WORK COMP
ANTHEM HEALTH PLAN HMO, PPO, POS
ANTHEM MEDICAID
ANTHEM MEDICARE
ANTHEM MARKETPLACE EXCHANGE - ALL PATHWAY PRODUCTS, ALL MARKETPLACE PRODUCTS
APOSTLE
CIGNA HMO, PPO, POS AND INDEMNITY PLANS
COFINITY (FORMERLY PPOM)
COVENTRY
CARESOURCE HEALTH INSURANCE INCLUDING MARKETPLACE
COALITION OF AMERICA
COMMUNITY HEALTH ALLIANCE
CONSUMER LIFE/MUTUAL OF OMAHA
COOK GROUP HEALTH PLAN
CORVEL/CORCARE WORKERS COMPENSATION
ENCERE HEALTH NETWORK PPO
GEHA
GALAXY HEALTH NETWORK PPO
GOLDEN RULE
GREATWEST HEALTH PLAN - CIGNA
HEALTHSPAN NETWORK
HUMANA CHOICECARE EPO and PPO
HUMANA GOLD CHOICE
IMMERGRUEN, INC
INDIANA COMPREHENSIVE
INDIANA HEALTH NETWORK PPO
IU MEDICARE ADVANTAGE (Witham Hospital Only)
LUTHERAN PREFERRED NETWORK PPO AND HMO

MED-EVAL (Workers Comp/Injury referrals)
MED SOLUTIONS/Evicore
MEDICAID
MEDICARE
MERITAIN
MDWISE ST VINCENT
MDWISE HIP, MDWISE EXCEL
MDWISE HOOSIER HEALTHWISE, MDWISE SELECT
HEALTH, MDWISE IU HEALTH
MANAGED HEALTH SERVICES-MHS
AMBETTER, ALLWELL
MISSION POINT- ASCENSION HEALTH
ONE CALL MEDICAL NETWORK
NATIONAL PROVIDER NETWORK
PHCS/MULTIPLAN
PHYSICIANS HEALTH PLAN- PHP, PHPNI, INCLUDES MARKETPLACE
PPOM PPO/COFINITY
PROHEALTH- SHO AND COMMUNITY HEALTH
RAILROAD MEDICARE
SAGAMORE HEALTH NETWORK PPO, POS, INCLUDES PHP MARKETPLACE EXCHANGE
SHO - SUBURBAN HEALTH NETWORK TPA’S SIHO
SMART HEALTH INCLUDING ST V EMPLOYEES
SPREMO
TRICARE/CHAMPUS/TRICARE CHOICE NETWORK
UMR
UNIFIED GROUP SERVICES
UNITED HEALTH ONE
UNITED HEALTHCARE PPO, POS AND INDEMNITY PLANS, All Savers
UNITED MEDICAL RESOURCE- UMR
US IMAGING

Proud to be a Founding Member of

PET/CT – CT and CTA – MRI and MRA – Nuclear Medicine – General and Vascular Ultrasound Diagnostic Radiology – 3D Screening and Diagnostic Mammography – Breast Ultrasound – DEXA and Bone Mineral Density